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As a former victim, Key Angel represents the many nameless and faceless victims of abuse. Key
Angel is the founder of Key Angel Ministry. Many people cannot understand how this can
happen, but victims never choose to be abused. They never want to be victims. Through this
publication, The Walking Wounded: The Path from Brokenness to Wholeness, more folks will be
able to understand about misuse and its devastating effects on its victims. Seek His will in all
you do, and He'll direct your paths...” Proverbs 3:5-6 (NLT) Each chapter includes Key Angel's true
story mainly because she walks through these stages of brokenness until she reaches a spot of
devastation then continues through her route of healing and restoration. No one can understand
that sense of being trapped and hopelessness–unless they have lived it. She has pledged nearly
all proceeds from her book, The Walking Wounded, to greatly help victims of misuse. “Trust in
god, the father with all your heart, do not depend by yourself understanding. Secret Angel
reveals how these hidden wounds begin from childhood and intensify through stages of
development, resulting in cycles of abuse and victimization.before cycle is broken.
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It is an excellent story and a lovely testimony It has been some time since I've read this book
however the memory of it lingers in my own brain still.She believes the world is good and will
never let her down. But much of it is not. Her story can be an amazing testimony of what God
can do whenever we cry out to him for help. The trip of this book qualified prospects you from
the darkness of misuse to the light of wish in God. And I would need to stop and receive the
healing that God put in her words. Walking Wounded - A tale for the abused as well as the
abuser Strolling Wounded is a robust tale written by a robust lady who show how far love will go
to hold a family together.") She will wait much beyond her teens, twenties, thirties, even into her
forties, may not find a like at all and will finally choose a route that does not include a guy (if she
wants a baby there are ways. So often we say "why do she stay" or "why would he do that" or I
just don't get it". It had taken courage to love so deeply that the hurt felt was not just physical
but deeply mental. The drain that's encompassed in ones brain can only be informed by one
which has experienced it. close friends who were willing to be honest in what these were seeing
, led Magic formula Angel's from brokenness, to freedom from abuse, then to healing, and
restoration! After 60 years of marriage I feel that people were raised in a very loving family
whose parents not only took care of their children before they approved but are still giving after
their gone. It doesn't makes a difference in case you are guy or woman that has been abused,
abuse brings you down and hurts deeply. And just why wait around until your mother provides
been laid to relax to tell all of those other family? Many thanks and bless you for your constant
prayers for the abused. Unfortunately, I can tell you why. Couldn't put it down An incredible life
story of God's hands in the mix of all the things in our lives. The nice bad and ugly..Secret Angel,
the woman who wrote this book, met a young man who "seemed" to be right, and great. I am not
really debating about whether or not they were good parents because as far as I'm concerned,
these were AMAZING grandparents and that's how I'd like them to become remembered!.. It
required her years and years—never to only escape him—but to even realize how wrong he was.
But when we do find Him whenever we do look for him whenever we ask and continue to pray
he answers.Yours Truly, Child of "Abusive Sibling" From darkness to light I received this
publication as a gift..this is an incredible book especially for those that have been abused I know
many all over the world can relate and receive comfort and confirmation through out this book.
Many thanks Secret Angel Excellently written and I couldn't help but cry out for .. Provision,
protection, and deliverance - are in her book. Excellently written and I couldn't help but cry away
for Angel. I am blessed to have go through this tale and hope I can talk about it with others. No
escape The cover of "The Walking Wounded" gets one's attention. I browse her poem on
Wordpress and it touched me immediately.) Another kind, the many (hopefully "many") women
in the center, who stumble into meeting a good man who will treat them how a woman (in my
mind, God's gift to man) ought to be treated..alone, in what looks like a huge wasteland, which I
suspect is what she feels in her heart: alone in an enormous, empty place. It is horrible to live
with a hole in your center because . But I can't help thinking why? May God be with you and
keep you safe. Young girls want to trust that the world is good. And far of it really is. The abusive
characteristics which are so properly disguised in public areas most times, turn into a constant
source of fear for the spouse who's the victim... Whenever a young girl wants like, and meets a
young man offering precisely what she's searching for.! Top secret Angel identifies the
intricacies of 1 who's an abuser. Another kind isn't so gullible (yes,"gullible. Strolling Wounded
will open one's eyes to the world of abuse in a way that changes your view's of the abused and
the abuser... He wasn't.even when we don't see him or know what he is doing He views and He
knows. As a man writing this review I think it is really hard to understand how a long time could



go by as she continued living with this guy who caused her unending pain. Even after she finally
escaped him it appeared she didn't really escape. By the end of the book I saw no real ending.. It
disturbs me GREATLY to read the beginning of this book. Nonetheless it won't reach them until
she actually is currently married and trapped. She shares with such interest and emotion what
really goes on nowadays with an Abuser. DISGUSTING!!!!! I'm all for standing up for yourself and
overcoming misuse from an ex-hubby. Kudos to you, for that I am proud. What I am NOT happy
about is the lack of respect for the rest of your family.. He's still there.The ones you merely
"cried" with at your mother's funeral.This book is for the other women on the same path. I don't
treatment what kind of "misuse" you received from your own parents but it is certainly 100%
UNACCEPTABLE to hold back until they are lifeless to publish a book saying how terrible these
were.the past present and future. You said your reason for the book had not been to hurt
anyone's feelings but why wait until your father is dead to write it? Thank you Key Angel for
enduring everything you experienced, for the courage to step forward, for the strength to
overcome the forces that kept on to you so firmly, for the like of life you under no circumstances
quit on and for the desire to help others by sharing your very personal story. Because you
understood they'd NEVER approve of it. This book could have been excellent had I not really
seen the disgusting initial few chapters.. My center goes out to this key angel and her kids. This
is a tale of her surviving years of misuse with powerful testimony of her courage and faith and
the capability to be still and also have the good Lord instruction her through this darkness.
Know your worth and put your rely upon God This is amazing book secret I was very touched by
her story you are an incredible woman of God to have such faith to publish such a robust book
with others who doubted you and didn't have confidence in you I've learned so much from
scanning this and this book is the truth I could go on and on I want to give you thanks for your
inspiration and for sharing your story with us you have inspired us all to all who doubt this book
you are missing a treat Like you Warrior of God ?? This book is quite ideal for everyone who
reads it !! This is the best and most helpful book I've read on the subject of Domestic Abuse . All
will benefit and gain a larger understanding of the whole subtle abusive routine from scanning
this book, including teenagers thinking about getting into a romantic relationship, those
witnessing domestic misuse, law enforcement, those people who are abused, the abuser,
children that grew up in abusive circumstances, etc. Her courage has and will bless the lives of
many ! She not only stares her tale but she also do an excellent job researching the topic and
provides her research in order that her readers are up to date , in each chapter of the publication
prior to telling her own story. Eventually, her faith in God and Prayer, an excellent supportive
church, and family & She also makes great suggestions to help those struggling in abusive
circumstances to get help. The Secret Angel has been damaged and lifted up by God to greatly
help those of abuse.! Book of lies This book is a book of lies only written for your individual gain
she comes from a very respectful family whose mother was an extremely loving mother one
who looked after her children till the day she passed away.! Secret Angel did an excellent job
writing the Walking Wounded.well, what is she to accomplish but take that like and have
confidence in it? Certainly many, many, women can recognize with that cover... I was given a
duplicate of the Going for walks Wounded. Due to role playing, the exterior world experienced no
idea the harm I lived with, verbal abuse. Nearly every term I read, I possibly could feel Secret
Angel's pain. It is horrible to live with a hole in your heart because of abuse. There is definitely
something in Walking Wounded that pertains to the shared hurt of abuse. Key Angel wrote the
perfect words for me to get up more powerful and live a far more fulfilling life. Many thanks
Secret Angel so truthful about what if feels like to reside in abuse Diana Rasmussen of Prayers



and Guarantees: Worship Innovator, Faith Builder, and Recording Artist Key Angel's book "THE
Taking walks WOUNDED" has helped me personally to heal. Here we've a female walking. SO
MUCH HURT! SO MUCH PAIN! "THE Strolling WOUNDED!" THAT'S THEIR NAME! After reading
her publication, I can really say that God continues to be in control, and He makes ways where
there were no ways. I came across myself diving directly into read chapter after chapter. It really
is a wonderful story and a lovely testimony. Angel is so honest, so truthful about what if feels
like to live in abuse. Maybe my own attitude would be better if I didn't know a young woman
already upon this same path with no escape. There were many times I just stopped reading and
cried - for me personally and on her behalf. Angel also shares how God directed her every
proceed to stay safe and obtain out.. More than that, this book is a testimony concerning how
God can reach through the darkness of abuse and rescue His valuable daughter. It touched my
center and gives me wish for the many, many women she'll help set free. I would recommend
this book to anyone and everyone who is or knows someone within an abusive romantic
relationship. I'm am so grateful to this woman of God for sharing her story ! Our father was the
type of father who seldom say those 3 words (I really like you) but we all knew he did because
he was always there for all of us. Even though they had tough time in their relationship they
loved each other till your day they passed away. To encourage the abused with love and
compassion and to encourage with love the abuser to change because so many of them were
abused themselves. And magic formula angel is there with her hands open up for that as well.
as a siblin mention in this book you'll think I would have known of it before my parents both
died since it was created before they passed away but she didn't need them or me to learn of it
because it can be all lies. Signed a broken family
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